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shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A.

Left Hawken 1” Hooked Breech & Tang ...........................#Plug-LH-16-3
Our left Kit Carson’s Hawken plug matches our right plug. Tang may be bent 

cold. Made with a .625” thread journal, it has a direct drilled ignition hole.
Pre-inlet into our left Kit Carson’s Hawken stock, made for a 1”  octagon 

barrel, with 3/4-16 thread. 
#Plug-LH-16-3 left plug, 3/4-16 thread, 1” octagon  only $59.99

Individual components of breech plugs, sold separately:
#Plug-LH-16-tang left hand tang only for 1” octagon  only $17.99
#Plug-LH-16-3-plug left hand plug only, 3/4-16 thread  only $43.99

Left Hawken 1-1/8” Hooked Breech & Tang ............#Plug-LH-18-3 or 7
This 1-1/8” Hawken plug is inspected for flaws before threading. The .500” 

thread engagement is very strong when properly fitted snugly against the 
inside shoulder. The ignition hole is drilled directly into the nipple, to mini-
mize fouling and prevent misfires. The tang may be bent cold. Like all of our 
Hawken hooked breech plugs, it is tapped for our standard 1/4-28 nipple. 
#Plug-LH-18-3 left plug, 3/4-16 thread for 1-1/8” only $49.99
#Plug-LH-18-7 left plug, 7/8-14 thread for 1-1/8” only $49.99

Individual components of breech plugs, sold separately:
#Plug-LH-18-tang left hand tang only for 1-1/8” octagon  only $17.99
#Plug-LH-18-3-plug left hand plug only, 3/4-16 thread  only $35.99
#Plug-LH-18-7-plug left hand plug only, 7/8-14 thread  only $35.99

#Plug-LH-18-3
3/4-16 for 1-1/8”

or 
#Plug-LH-18-7
7/8-14 for 1-1/8”

only $49.99

#Plug-LH-16-3
3/4-16 for 1”
only $59.99

Hawken 1” Hooked Breech & Tang ................................ #Plug-RL-16-3 
Our popular Kit Carson’s Hawken right hand plug matches our left plug. 

Annealed tang may be bent cold. Made with .612” deep thread engagement, 
with a direct drilled ignition hole. Pre-inlet into our Kit Carson’s Hawken 
stock. Threaded 3/4-16 for 1” octagon barrel.

Apply anti-sieze compound to threads, before installation. 
We recommend Birchwood Casey’s Choke Tube Lube. 
The tang may be bent cold. Like all of our Hawken 
hooked breech plugs, it is tapped for our standard 
1/4-28 nipple. 

#Plug-RL-16-3 left plug, 3/4-16 thread for 1” octagon $59.99

Individual components of breech plugs, sold separately:
#Plug-RL-16-tang left hand tang only for 1” octagon $17.99
#Plug-RL-16-3-plug left hand plug only, 3/4-16 thread $43.99

#Plug-RL-16-3
3/4-16 for 1”
only $59.99
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